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ABSTRACT

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) causes an increase in the mechanical loading

imposed on the right ventricle (RV) that results in progressive changes to its mechanics

and function. Here, we quantify the mechanical changes associated with PAH by assim-

iliating clinical data consisting of reconstructed 3D geometry, pressure and volume wave-

forms as well as regional strains measured in PAH patients (n = 12) and controls (n = 6)

within a computational modeling framework of the ventricles. Modeling parameters reflect-

ing regional passive stiffness and load-independent contractility as indexed by the tissue

active tension were optimized so that simulation results matched the measurements. The

optimized parameters were compared with clinical metrics to find usable indicators asso-

ciated with the underlying mechanical changes. Peak contractility of the RV free wall

(RVFW) γRV FW,max was found to be strongly correlated, and had an inverse relationship

with the RV and left ventricle (LV) end-diastolic volume ratio (i.e., RVEDV/LVEDV)

(γRV FW,max = −0.13(RVEDV/LVEDV)+0.44, R2 = 0.77). Correlation with RV ejection

fraction (R2 = 0.50) and end-diastolic volume index (R2 = 0.40) were comparatively weaker.

Patients with with RVEDV/LVEDV > 1.5 had 25% lower γRV FW,max (P < 0.05) than that

of the control. On average, RVFW passive stiffness increased progressively with the degree

of remodeling as indexed by RVEDV/LVEDV. These results suggest a mechanical basis of

using RVEDV/LVEDV as a clinical index for delineating disease severity and estimating

RVFW contractility in PAH patients.

NEW AND NOTEWORTHY

Patient specific data assimilation of a patient cohort. Physical description of clinical

observations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH) is a complex disorder caused by an increased

vascular resistance in the pulmonary arterial circulatory system. As a consequence, pressure

becomes elevated in the pulmonary artery and the right ventricle (RV). Unlike systemic
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hypertension, PAH is difficult to detect in routine clinical examination, and the current

gold standard for diagnosis is through invasive right heart catheterization13. Because of

the difficulty in detecting PAH, the current estimated prevalence of this disease (15 to 50

per million) is most likely underestimated39,40,43. Perhaps also because of this difficulty,

PAH is arguably less well-studied compared to systemic hypertension. Existing treatments

largely are confined to relieving the symptoms and attenuating the disease progression28.

As the disease progresses, the RV remodels both structurally and geometrically, becomes

dysfunctional as a result, and eventually, this progression leads to decompensated heart

failure and death.

A significant part of our current understanding of the ventricular mechanical alterations

due to PAH has been developed using animal models2,10,15,25,57, which may not fully reproduce

the pathologies found in humans53. Human studies have so far been largely confined to

measuring ventricular function of PAH patients at the global level54. Specifically, global RV

contractility and wall stress are typically quantified using the maximal elastance (Emax)12,41

and Laplace’s law46, respectively. However, the accuracy of Emax, defined as the maximum

ratio of ventricular pressure to volume during the cardiac cycle, is highly dependent on the

applied methodology. The gold standard for Emax estimation is through manipulation of

venous return, but this is difficult to perform in practice41. Estimates in patients are often

confined to single beat methods, for which the accuracy has been questioned30,32. Similarly,

the use of Laplace’s law is likely to be inaccurate when applied to the RV because of its

irregular geometry46. On the other hand, while magnetic resonance (MR) and echo imaging

can quantify regional (including RV) myocardial strain or motion in vivo11,34,60, strain is a

load-dependent quantity and not truly a measure of myocardial contractility. As described

by Reichek50, the popular notion of equating myocardial contractility with (load dependent)

strain measures is “off the mark [and] if contractility means anything, it is an expression

of the ability of a given piece of myocardium to generate tension and shortening under any

loading conditions”.

Computational modeling offers an opportunity to overcome these limitations through di-

rect quantification of both passive and active ventricular mechanics under varying loading

conditions. Such modeling has been heavily used to assess left ventricular dynamics, and

a small number of computational modeling studies has been conducted to investigate alter-
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ations of the RV mechanics in PAH1,7,58. These studies are, however, limited either by the use

of non-human (rat) PAH data7, the lack of consideration of patient-specific RV geometry1,

or the failure to take into account of the variability across PAH patients58. Consequently,

there exists a gap in our current understanding on the changes in RV mechanics during

the progression of PAH in humans. Here, we seek to narrow this gap by using a recently

developed gradient-based data assimilation method18 to evaluate patient-specific regional

myocardial contractility and ventricular wall stresses from clinical PAH data. Specifically,

we seek to answer the following three questions: First, is myocardial contractility, as indexed

by the load-independent active tension generated by the tissue, altered in the left ventricular

free wall (LVFW), right ventricular free wall (RVFW) and interventricular septum (SEPT)

in PAH? Second, are ventricular wall stresses in the LV, septum, or in particularly in the

RV, altered in PAH? Third, how are myocardial contractility and ventricular wall stresses

associated with the progression of remodeling in PAH? We believe that answering these

questions will help us to a better understanding the mechanical drivers of PAH progression,

and contribute to optimization of existing treatment strategies and the development of new

therapies.

II. METHODS

A. Patient Cohort and data processing

Twelve PAH patients were recruited in the study and underwent both cardiac magnetic

resonance (CMR) scans and right heart catheterization (RHC) that were performed at rest

using standard techniques. Pulmonary arterial hypertension was defined as having a mean

pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) greater than or equal to 25 mmHg with normal pul-

monary capillary wedge pressure (≤ 15 mmHg). The patients are from WHO group 1

(pulmonary arterial hypertension) with the majority associated with congenital heart dis-

ease. Six human subjects who had no known cardiovascular disease or other co-morbidities

also underwent CMR scans and served as control in this study. Invasive hemodynamics mea-

surements were not acquired in the control group. Demographics of the two study groups

are summarized in Table I. The protocol was approved by the Local Institutional Review
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Board, and informed consents were obtained from all subjects.

CMR imaging was performed using steady-state free precession (SSFP) cine gradient echo

sequences. All subjects were imaged in a 3.0T Philips scanner (Philips-Adrglam; Philips

Healthcare, Netherlands) with a 12-element body matrix coil. Steady state free precession

end-expiratory breath-hold cine images were acquired in multi-planar short- and long-axis

views. The typical imaging parameters were: TR/TE 34/1 ms, flip angle 45◦, slice thickness

8 mm, echo time 1.404 ms, repetition time 2.808 ms, pixel bandwidth 1796 Hz, percent phase

field of view 100 mm, temporal resolution 35 ms, in-plane spatial resolution 1.6 x 1.6 - 1.8

x 1.8 mm, 40 frame/cardiac cycle for the control group and 30 for the PAH group.

Left ventricular pressure was measured through arterial access by left heart catheteriza-

tion, and RV pressure was measured by right heart catheterization. Continuous LV pres-

sure, RV pressure waveforms and ECG signals were extracted from cath lab system and

were aligned according to the simultaneously recorded ECG signals (R-R interval). These

pressure waveforms were digitized using GetData Graph Digitizer (Version 2.26). A total

of three consecutive heart cycles were averaged to deal with the respiratory artefact if any.

Pressure-volume (PV) loops of the LV and RV of the PAH patients were then reconstructed

by synchronizing the LV and RV pressure waveforms measured from catheterization and

volume waveforms measured from the CMR images as described in Xi et al.58. Because the

ventricular pressure waveforms were not acquired in the control subjects, pressure waveforms

acquired from normal humans in previous studies were used as surrogate to synchronize with

the measured volume waveforms to reconstruct the PV loops of each subject. Specifically,

the mean normal RV pressure-waveform acquired from healthy human subjects in a previous

study49 was applied to all the control subjects. Based on a previous empirical study29, a

normal LV pressure-waveform with its end-systolic pressure scaled to be equal to 0.9 of the

corresponding measured cuff pressure was applied to the control subjects. We have used this

approach in our previous work18,58.

Regional circumferential strain Ecc and longitudinal strain Ell were estimated from the

cine CMR images using a hyperelastic warping method, which has been used in previous

studies to measure ventricular strains22,23,44,55,60. The hyperelastic warping method has also

been evaluated and shown to produce good intra- and inter-observer agreement for estimating

Ecc and Ell
60. Briefly, the biventricular geometry was segmented and reconstructed from
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Variables Control (n=6) PAH (n=12) P-value

Demographics

Age, years old 52 ± 14 52 ± 11 0.989

Gender, Male/Female 1/5 2/10 0.755

Weight, kg 63.5 ± 16.9 61.2 ± 12.3 0.739

Height, cm 159 ± 8 161 ± 10 0.680

Clinical Exam

Body surface area, m2 1.67 ± 0.25 1.65 ± 0.20 0.873

Body mass index, kg/m2 24.9 ± 4.0 23.6 ± 3.8 0.526

6 mins walking test, m N/A 326 ± 134 N/A

NT-ProBNP, pg/mL N/A 1188 ± 715 N/A

NYHA functional class I N/A 1 N/A

NYHA functional class II N/A 8 N/A

NYHA functional class III N/A 3 N/A

NYHA functional class IV N/A 0 N/A

Cardiac magnetic resonance

LV ejection fraction, % 73 ± 7 58 ± 12 0.014

LVEDV, ml 93 ± 7 86 ± 30 0.574

LVESV, ml 25 ± 6 37 ± 21 0.198

LVSV, ml 68 ± 7 49 ± 14 0.009

LVFW ES wall thickness, mm 10.02 ± 1.25 10.87 ± 1.96 0.353

LVFW ED wall thickness, mm 5.42 ± 0.67 6.43 ± 1.29 0.093

RV ejection fraction, % 54 ± 11 37 ± 14 0.020

RVEDV, ml 103 ± 13 134 ± 72 0.322

RVESV, ml 47 ± 12 91 ± 68 0.148

RVSV, ml 56 ± 14 43 ± 13 0.095

RVFW ES wall thickness, mm 2.77 ± 0.24 6.22 ± 1.88 < 0.001

RVFW ED wall thickness, mm 1.75 ± 0.17 3.83 ± 0.61 < 0.001

Septum ES wall thickness, mm 9.21 ± 2.49 9.09 ± 2.75 0.926

Septum ED wall thickness, mm 6.13 ± 1.70 6.83 ± 2.20 0.508

Hemodynamics

Heart rate, bpm 78 ± 16 88 ± 15 0.216

Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg 81 ± 15 75 ± 14 0.397

Systolic blood pressure, mmHg 140 ± 19 122 ± 27 0.170

Peak LV pressure, mmHg N/A 129 ± 16 N/A

Peak RV pressure, mmHg N/A 64 ± 15 N/A

LV end-diastolic pressure, mmHg N/A 15 ± 2 N/A

RV end-diastolic pressure, mmHg N/A 11 ± 5 N/A

LV max dPdt (mmHg/s) N/A 1245 ± 309 N/A

LV min dPdt (mmHg/s) N/A -1295 ± 275 N/A

RV max dPdt (mmHg/s) N/A 444 ± 273 N/A

RV min dPdt (mmHg/s) N/A -539 ± 232 N/A

Cardiac output, L/min 4.90 ± 1.16 3.98 ± 1.51 0.211

Cardiac index, L/min/m2 2.94 ± 0.57 2.39 ± 0.84 0.167

Right atrial pressure, mmHg N/A 9 ± 9 N/A

Mean pulmonary artery pressure, mmHg N/A 39 ± 9 N/A

Pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, mmHg N/A 11 ± 3 N/A

Systemic vascular resistance, dyne s/cm5 N/A 1889 ± 751 N/A

Pulmonary vascular resistance, dyne s/cm5 N/A 535 ± 254 N/A

Pulmonary systemic flow ratio N/A 0.33 ± 0.15 N/A

Pulmonary and systemic resistance ratio N/A 0.99 ± 0.1 N/A

TABLE I: Demographics of the PAH patient and control groups
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the cine CMR images using MeVisLab (http://www.mevislab.de). The geometry was then

partitioned into 3 regions consisting of the LVFW, RVFW and SEPT18,60. The hyperelastic

warping method was then applied to deform the reconstructed biventricular geometry from

the template image into alignment with the corresponding object in the target image22,23.

Normal strains in the circumferential and longitudinal directions at the LVFW, SEPT and

RVFW regions were computed from the displacement field using end-diastole as the reference

configuration. The circumferential and longitudinal directions in the biventricular unit were

prescribed using a rule based algorithm8.

B. Construction of Personalized Models

Personalized computational models of biventricular mechanics that fit the corresponding

patient’s pressure, volume, and regional strain data were created using previously described

methods18. Briefly, the computational models were formulated based on classical large-

deformation solid mechanics, and active contraction of the ventricular wall was incorporated

by a multiplicative decomposition of the deformation gradient6 :

F = FeFa. (1)

Here, F = I+∇U is the total deformation gradient computed from the displacement field U,

Fa is associated with an inelastic deformation resulting from the actively contracting muscle

fibers, and Fe = FF−1
a is associated with the elastic deformation that preserves (kinematic)

compatibility of the tissue under load. We employ the following form of Fa;

Fa = (1− γ)f0 ⊗ f0 +
1√

1− γ
(I− f0 ⊗ f0), (2)

where f0 is the unit fiber direction in the reference configuration, and γ is a parameter that

represents the relative active shortening strain along the muscle fibers i.e., a measure of the

local load independent active tension generated by the tissue. Meanwhile, passive mechanics

was modeled using a purely incompressible transversely isotropic hyperelastic material law26

with an isochoric strain energy density given by

Ψ(Ce) =
a

2b

(
eb(I

E
1 −3) − 1

)
+

af
2bf

(
ebf (I

E
4f0

−1)2+ − 1
)
, (3)
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where a, b, af , bf are material constants and IE1 , I
E
4f0

are reduced (pseudo-)invariants that are

defined as

IE1 = trC̄e, IE4f0 = f0 · (C̄ef0), (4)

with C̄e = J
− 2

3
e Ce being the volume preserving contribution to the elastic component of the

right Cauchy Green strain tensor Ce = FT
e Fe, and Je = det (Fe) being the elastic volumetric

deformation.

The ventricular base was fixed in the longitudinal direction and the biventricular geometry

was anchored by constraining the epicardial surface using a Robin-type boundary condition

with a linear spring of stiffness k = 0.5 kPa/cm58. We note that these constraints still allow

for apical - basal shortening in the simulations. Measured cavity pressure in the LV (plv) and

RV (prv) were applied as Neumann conditions at the endocardial surfaces. The force-balance

equations were solved using the finite element method implemented in FEniCS36. A mixed

formulation was used to enforce incompressibility of the elastic deformation (Je = 1)26.

Model results were tested for significance using Student t-tests with a chosen alpha value of

0.05. Statistical power was computed for selected results to test the effects of the low sample

size on the findings.

In order to separately determine the active and passive material properties of the compu-

tational model for each patient, the clinical measurements were divided into a passive phase

and an active phase. Models were then optimized using the active and passive material

parameters as control variables to minimize a weighted cost function based on the differ-

ences between model predictions and measurements of pressure, volume and circumferential

strain, Ecc, data as described previously17,18. Longitudinal strains were not included in the

optimization due to the limited number of control parameters in the simulations, but served

as an independent measure of the final model fit as in our previous study18. To solve the

minimization problem, we applied a sequential quadratic programming algorithm (SQP)31,

which is a gradient-based optimization algorithm that requires the functional gradient of

the cost function with respect to all the control variables. These gradients were estimated

efficiently by solving an automatically derived adjoint equation using dolfin-adjoint16.

In the passive phase of the optimization, we used the parameter a in Eq. (3) as a

control variable, allowing this parameter to vary while keeping all other parameters fixed.
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The parameter a scales the isotropic component of the transversely isotropic strain-energy

function, and thereby characterizes the overall stiffness of the cardiac tissue. To capture

regional differences in tissue stiffness, we introduce two different values of a; one associated

with the LV (LVFW + SEPT, aLV ) and one with the RVFW (aRV FW ). These two parameters

were allowed to vary independently from each other in the optimization. Similar to the

procedure in Finsberg et al.18, we first apply one iteration of the backward displacement

method9 to estimate an unloaded, stress-free configuration of the ventricles, thus neglecting

residual stresses21. The passive parameter was then determined by assimilating the passive

phase measurements, starting from an initial guess of aLV = aRV FW = 1.291kPa. After

fitting the model to the passive phase of the PV-curve and strain data, the parameters aLV

and aRV FW were held fixed and the relative active fiber shortening strain γ in Eq. (2) was

chosen as the control variable for the active phase. While the chosen optimization method

would in principle allow efficient estimation of any number of parameters, see18, the fact

that the passive parameters are constant while the active parameters are time dependent

motivates the two-step optimization procedure. We allowed γ associated with the LVFW

(γLV FW ), SEPT (γSEPT ) and RVFW (γRV FW ) to vary independently from each other in

order to capture of their spatial timing associated with active contraction. For each time

point, we estimated γLV FW , γSEPT and γRV FW , to obtain their variation with time over a

cardiac cycle. The spatially resolved isotropic parameters a and γ-waveforms were estimated

with different linear transmural variation of the myofiber helix angles varying from −α at

the epicardium to +α at the endocardium, with α ranging from 30◦ to 80◦18. The set of

parameters yielding the lowest mean square error between the predicted and measured strain

and PV data was taken to be the optimal one and used to post-process regional biventricular

myofiber wall stresses σff .

III. RESULTS

A. Patient data and regional strains

The control and PAH groups have comparable demographic characteristics, with the ma-

jority of the patients in the latter group (8/12) classified in NYHA functional class II. In

terms of hemodynamics, the PAH group had an mPAP of 39± 9 mmHg with a pulmonary
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capillary wedge pressure (PCWP) 11 ± 3 mmHg. No differences in the systemic hemody-

namics measurements (i.e., blood pressure) were detected between the 2 groups.

Evaluation of CMR images revealed that the PAH group had significantly (P < 0.05)

reduced right ventricular ejection fraction (RVEF) (37 ± 14% vs. 54 ± 11%), increased

RVFW thickness at ED (3.83 ± 0.61mm vs. 1.75 ± 0.17mm) and ES (6.22 ± 1.88mm vs.

2.27 ± 0.24mm) compared to the control group. Left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF)

and stroke volume (LVSV) were also significantly reduced in the PAH group compared to

the control group (LVEF: 58 ± 12% vs. 73 ± 7%; LVSV: 49 ± 14 ml vs. 68 ± 7 ml).

Right ventricular end diastolic volume (RVEDV) and right ventricular end systolic volume

(RVESV) were larger, but not statistically significant, in the PAH group. Although LV

function, indexed by EF and SV, was significantly reduced in the patient group compared

to the controls, only two of the patients were characterized with reduced ejection fraction

(LVEF<50%).

Absolute peak circumferential strain Ecc in the PAH group was significantly lower (one-

tailed: P < 0.05) than the control group at the LVFW (13 ± 4% vs. 17 ± 2%) and RVFW

(8 ± 4% vs. 11 ± 2%) (Fig 1). Similarly, peak longitudinal strain Ell in the PAH group

was also significantly lower at the LVFW (13 ± 5% vs. 17 ± 3%) and RVFW (10 ± 4% vs.

15 ± 3%) compared to the control group. While both Ecc and Ell at the septum were lower

in the PAH group than the control group, these reductions were not statistically significant

(one-tailed P = 0.11 for Ecc and 0.05 for Ell).

B. Model results and validation

Optimized models were compared to measurements of cardiac volumes and strains for

validation. For all cases, good temporal matching for pressure and volume was obtained,

with Figure 2 showing the simulated pressure and volume traces against measurements for

all cases.

The overall fit of the LV and RV volumes in the patient-specific computational models is

very good, with the simulation results agreeing closely with the measurements in the cardiac

cycle (Fig. 3). The overall root mean square error (RMSE) of the fit is 3.89 mL for the

RV and 6.6 mL for the LV. Compared to the volumes, the fit of the regional strains in
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 1: Comparison of peak regional (a) circumferential and (b) longitudinal strains

between control (unstriped) and PAH (striped) groups with (*) denoting that the latter

value is statistically lower (P < 0.05) than the former. Time traces of RVFW longitudinal

strain of the (c) PAH patients and (d) control subjects. Thick line denotes average and

error bar denotes standard deviation.

the cardiac cycle shows significantly more scatter, especially at lower LV systolic strains.

The RMSEs of the regional circumferential strain fit are 4.7% for the LVFW, 1.9% for the

SEPT, and 2.6% for the RVFW. Meanwhile, serving as an independent measure of model

fit, model prediction of longitudinal strains, which were not included in the optimization,

have an RMSE of 6.2% for the LVFW, 6.2% for the SEPT, and 5.2% for the RVFW when
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FIG. 2: Pressure (blue) and volume (red) traces for all simulations. Solid pressure lines

give loading conditions for the simulations, while solid red lines show measured volumes of

the ventricles. Dots indicate optimized simulated volumes for the time points.

compared with the measurements.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of model results for a single PAH patient and a healthy

control. The figure illustrates the differences observed in the PAH group, including a shifted

PV loop of the RV, increased LV diastolic stress and RV systolic stress, and significant

thickening of the RV. Note that the particular cross section shown in the figure tends to

exaggerate the extent of RV wall thickening. The average RVFW thickness in PAH patients

was about two thirds of the septal thickness, compared to about one third in the controls
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(Table I).
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FIG. 3: Overall data assimilation errors in the control (circle) and PAH patient (diamond)

populations. Comparison between measured and simulated (a) volumes for both the RV

(blue) and LV (red); (b) Ecc for the LVFW (red), SEPT (green), and RVFW (blue) at all

cardiac time points. A y = x line is also plotted to show the zero error reference.

C. Model results; contractility, stiffness, and stress

Regional contractility for the biventricular units was estimated using fitted values of

the corresponding regional active strains γLV FW , γRV FW , γSEPT during systole. Peak RVFW

contractility γRV FW,max is not uniformly decreased in the PAH group, but instead presented a

pattern with respect to the level of remodeling (Fig 5). Using the ratio of RVEDV to LVEDV

(i.e., RVEDV/LVEDV) as an indicator of remodeling, we found that RVEDV/LVEDV varies

substantially in the PAH group (1.55 ± 0.50) but little in the control group (1.11 ± 0.12).

With RVEDV/LVEDV = 1.5 (that is 3 SD from the mean value of the control group) serving

as a threshold to delineate between PAH patients with mild RV remodeling (RVEDV/LVEDV

< 1.5) and those with severe RV remodeling (RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5), we found that in
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(a)

FIG. 4: Examples of simulation results from an extensively remodeled pulmonary

hypertension patient, RVDEV/LVEDV = 1.75, (left column) and a healthy control (right

column). A) PV loop data (open markers) and simulations (solid lines) for the LV (red)

and RV (blue). B) Calculated fiber stresses at end diastole, and C) Calculated fiber

stresses at end systole.

PAH patients with mild RV remodeling, their peak RVFW contractility γRV FW,max is not
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significantly changed compared to the control group (P = 0.09). We note that the threshold

RVEDV/LVEDV = 1.5 is approximately the midpoint for the range (1.27≤ RVEDV/LVEDV

≤ 1.69) proposed previously5 to categorize “mild” RV dilation in PAH patients. With

increasing RVEDV/LVEDV, however, γRV FW,max decreases linearly so that γRV FW,max in

PAH patients with RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5 (severely remodeled PAH) is significantly less

than that in the control group. The inverse linear relationship between γRV FW,max and

RVEDV/LVEDV is strong and has a coefficient of determination R2 = 0.77. By comparison,

γRV FW,max has a weaker linear relationship with RVEF (R2 = 0.50) and RVEDV index

(RVEDVi) (R2 = 0.40).

Peak contractility in the LVFW γLV FW,max, unlike γRV FW,max, did not exhibit any rela-

tionship with the level of remodeling as measured by RVEDV/LVEDV (Fig 6). Specifically,

we found that peak contractility in the LVFW γLV FW,max is significantly smaller in the mildly

remodeled PAH group with RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5 (0.33 ± 0.02) compared to the control

(0.38 ± 0.03) (P < 0.05). On the other hand, while the average γLV FW,max in the severely

remodeled PAH group (0.33±0.07) is decreased compared to the control group, that decrease

is not statistically significant, possibly due to high standard deviation and low sample size

(P = 0.14, power = 0.35).

Fitted values of the regional material isotropic parameters aLV and aRV FW are measures

of the tissue passive stiffness in the LVFW+SEPT and RVFW of the biventricular unit,

respectively. Separating the fitted values in the PAH group based on the degree of remodeling

(i.e., RVEDV/LVEDV) revealed a progressive increase in the mean value of aLV and aRV FW

with remodeling (Fig. 7). The value aRV FW of one patient in the severely remodeled PAH

group (RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5) is disregarded as it appears to be an outlier (Z score > 2,

a = 36.78kPa). In the severely remodeled PAH group, the mean value of aRV FW (4.3 ± 3.5

kPa) is 2.4 times higher than that of the control group (1.8 ± 0.6 kPa) but that increase

is not significant, possibly due to the large standard deviation and low sample size in the

former group (power = 0.34). On the other hand, the mean value of aLV in the severely

remodeled PAH group (3.00 ± 2.5 kPa) is significantly higher (P < 0.05) than that of the

control (0.48 ± 0.12 kPa).

Using the data-assimilated computational models, we computed the peak regional wall

stress in the myofiber direction (σffmax) (i.e., maximum myofiber load) (Fig. 8). We found
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIG. 5: Analysis of peak RVFW contractility γRV FW,max for control and PAH patient

groups. (a) Graphical depiction of γRV FW,max for both controls (diamonds) and patients

(black dots) as a function of the ratio of RVEDV/LVEDV. Dashed line shows a linear fit to

the PAH patient group (γRV FW,max = −0.13(RVEDV/LVEDV)+0.44, R2 = 0.77). (b)

Average γRV FW,max for controls, patients with RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5 and patients with

RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5. (c) Linear fit of γRV FW,max with RVEDVi

(γRV FW,max = −0.001(RVEDVi)+0.32, R2 = 0.40) (d) Linear fit of γRV FW,max with RVEF

(γRV FW,max = 0.39(RVEF)+0.09, R2 = 0.50).

that σffmax at the RVFW is, on average, the same between the the control (36.4 ± 5.7 kPa)

and the mildly remodeled PAH (36.5 ± 12 kPa) groups. In the severely remodeled PAH

group, however, σffmax at the RVFW is on average 1.5 times larger (54.27 ± 25.1 kPa) than
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(a) (b)

FIG. 6: Analysis of peak LVFW contractility γLV FW,max for control and PAH patient

groups. (a) Graphical depiction of peak LVFW contractility for both controls (diamonds)

and patients (black dots) as a function of RVEDV/LVEDV. (b) Average γLV FW,max for

controls, patients with RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5 and patients with RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5.

(a) (b)

FIG. 7: Comparison of passive tissue stiffness parameter a between control and the PAH

groups in the (a) LVFW + SEPT and (b) RVFW regions

these 2 groups, but that difference is not significant (P = 0.14, power = 0.33) due to its

large standard deviation. In comparison, σffmax at the LVFW is significantly reduced in

the mildly remodeled PAH group (55.4 ± 7.4 kPa) compared to the control group (84 ±
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17.6 kPa). In the severely remodeled PAH group, σffmax at the LVFW of two patients are

disregarded as they appeared to be outliers with substantially large values (Z score > 2,

σffmax = 544.1, 1659.9 kPa), which is due likely to the presence of local stress-concentration

in the model. Peak myofiber stress σffmax at the LVFW in this group (71.22 ± 7.8 kPa)

is significantly larger than the mildly remodeled PAH group but lower (not statistically

significant) than the control.

(a) (b)

FIG. 8: Comparison of peak myofiber wall stress σffmax between control and the PAH

groups in the (a) LVFW and (b) RVFW regions.

IV. DISCUSSION

We have used a previously established data assimilation technique17,18 to quantify changes

in regional myocardial properties and stresses in PAH based on measurements of PV loops

and myocardial strains from patients and a cohort of healthy subjects serving as control. The

major finding of this study is a strong inverse linear relationship between the RVFW load-

independent contractility, as indexed by the fitted model’s active strain parameter γRV FW,max,

and the degree of remodeling as indexed by RVEDV/LVEDV in PAH patients. We have pre-

viously suggested that the contractility parameter γRV FW,max could possibly be a biomarker

of ventricular failure17, and its relationship to RVEDV/LVEDV (R2 = 0.77) is stronger

than that with RVEF (R2 = 0.50) or RVEDVi (R2 = 0.40) in PAH patients. We also
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found that RVFW contractility is increased by about 20% in the PAH patients when little

remodeling is present (i.e., RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5), but decreases linearly with increasing

RVEDV/LVEDV.

The strong γRV FW,max–RVEDV/LVEDV relationship also suggest a mechanistic expla-

nation for recent clinical findings that RVEDV/LVEDV is a better metric (with a higher

sensitivity) than RVEDVi for identifying PAH patients based on all-cause mortality5 as

well as for detecting RV enlargement4. Besides PAH, this metric is also used for assessing

RV dilation and indicating pulmonary valve replacement in patients who have tetralogy of

Fallot19,35. There is, however, no other clear mechanistic basis for applying RVEDV/LVEDV

to delineate the severity of PAH or electing surgery, other than a statistical association of

this metric with clinical endpoints5 or from clinical experience35. Our finding suggests that

the underlying reason why RVEDV/LVEDV is a better metric in determining PAH severity

is because of its close association with RVFW contractility in PAH. Based on this relation-

ship (Fig. 5a), the threshold of RVEDV/LVEDV ∼ 2 for distinguishing PAH patients with

severe RV dilation as well as electing patients for pulmonary valve replacement is associated

with a reduction of RVFW contractility by about 30% from normal.

Fundamentally, our study also provides an insight into the changes in regional contractility

during the progression of PAH. Our result suggests there is an increase in the RV contractility

in early stages of PAH (RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5), perhaps as a compensatory mechanism to

maintain RVEF in response to the increased RV pressure, before it decreases as the disease

progresses. The similarity in RVEF in PAH patients with RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5 (49 ±

5%) compared to normal (54 ± 11%) (Fig. 5) support this theory. Because wall thickness

is already accounted for geometrically in the computational models, the increase in RVFW

contractility indicates that RV cardiomyocytes become hypercontractile in an attempt to

normalize RVEF in the presence of increased pulmonary afterload at early stages of PAH.

This finding is supported by a recent study, which shows that the maximal tension of skinned

myocytes of idiopathic PAH patients is 28% higher than normal in early stages of disease

with RVEF at 46 ± 7%27, close to that found in PAH patients with RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5

in this study. Other than affecting the RV, we also found that LV contractility γLV FW in

PAH patients is reduced. This reduction is observed even in PAH patients exhibiting little

RV remodeling suggesting that there is some early influence on LV function in this disease,
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a result broadly consistent with findings of reduced myocyte contractility in the LV of PAH

patients37.

Besides contractility, we found that there is, on average, an increase in the LV and RV pas-

sive stiffness (reflected by aLV , aRV FW ) with increased RVEDV/LVEDV in the PAH groups.

While this increase is largely not statistically significant, due to the large variance of the

fitted parameter values, the result is consistent with experimental47 and clinical27 findings

that PAH is associated with cardiac fibrosis and passive tissue stiffening. Interestingly, we

also find that the peak LV fiber stress is reduced in PAH patients with mild RV remodeling

but is relatively unchanged in those with severe RV remodeling compared to the controls.

This result could be due to changes in LV dynamics associated with a change in passive tissue

stiffening and septal loading. Computation of the peak RV fiber stress using the fitted pa-

rameters, on the other hand, revealed that it is increased only in the severely remodeled PAH

patients, with RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5, although that increase is not statistically significant

(P = 0.14, Fig. 8). Because myocardial wall stress is directly correlated with myocardial

oxygen consumption (MVO2), this result suggests that MVO2 is increased in the RV of

PAH patients with RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5 but less so in patients without substantial RV

remodeling. When taken into account with our finding that RVFW contractility is reduced

in PAH patients with RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5, this result further suggests that coronary flow

may not be sufficient to meet the increase in MVO2 due to a higher workload in the RV,

and as a result, ischemia sets in this cohort of patients producing a lower contractility. Our

finding that RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5 may represent the threshold at which RV may become

ischemic (with reduced contractility) is also consistent with clinical observations that RV

ischemia may play a role in later stages of the disease24,42.

Compared to previous patient data assimilation techniques that have so far been only

applied to the LV17,20,33,59 with a relatively small number of patients (n ∼ 6), we have shown

that the semi-automatic data assimilation pipeline when applied to the biventricular unit

is robust in regards to a sizable patient cohort (n = 12) that has features reflecting those

found in the general heterogeneous PAH population. Specifically, PAH patients recruited in

this study had mPAP = 39 ± 9 mmHg and PCWP = 11 ± 3 mmHg, which falls within the

clinical definition of this disease (mPAP ≥ 25 mmHg and PCWP < 15 mmHg)38. In terms

of geometry and function, the PAH patients had thicker RV wall, higher mean RVEDV,
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lower RV and LV EF as well as significantly reduced longitudinal and circumferential strains

at the RVFW and LVFW that are all consistent with previous clinical observations of this

disease3,14,45,46,48,51,52. The data assimilation process produces relatively few data outliers

for both the control and patient groups, and is able to fit the patient-specific ventricular

volumes and regional strains well, especially considering the fact that only a small number

of control variables is used in fitting the data.

A. Limitations and future directions

Some limitations and challenges remain in regards to this study. One significant limitation

is the lack of use of longitudinal strain data in the optimization, which resulted in relatively

high error between the model and the measurements, especially in the septal region. We

chose to use a minimal set of parameters in the optimization to prevent over fitting and

to best discern between patient groups, but inaccuracy in the model in these regions may

produce errors in these estimates. While we are able to fit the PV loops and regional

circumferential strains relatively well in this study, it will be useful to further explore the

potential impact of the choice of the computational model and the control variables used to

fit the patient data. This is particularly true in regards to chosen fiber angles. Although

we saw little sensitivity to the overall results between using literature values and optimized

fiber angles (see supplementary material), further study is needed to understand how best

to incorporate variable fiber angles into patient specific simulations. At the same time, the

choice of boundary conditions may also influence the results (see supplementary material)

and further work is needed to determine the most appropriate boundary conditions to be

used for this type of analysis. It should also be noted that longitudinal strains are correlated

to the circumferential strains through the incompressibility condition, and therefore the

validation is not as strong as it would have been using an independent observable. In

addition, even with this connection, the absolute errors in the longitudinal strain remain

relatively large in our simulations. Second, the cohort size (n = 12) is fairly small, although

it is still larger than many other patient-specific computational modeling studies. This

limited sample size, especially with the need to further refine the patient group by level

of remodeling, creates a somewhat under-powered study to investigate all the mechanical
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factors that could be important. Additional work is needed in larger cohorts to verify

and refine some results, especially the relationship between LV and RV dynamics. For

instance, our results indicated an increase in LV passive stiffness in PAH patients, which

is consistent with previous experimental and clinical findings. A sensitivity analysis (see

supplementary material) of passive stiffness to LV diastolic pressure further supports that

the increase is not a modeling artefact but a real difference between the groups. However,

because of the large variability of fitted parameter values the results are not statistically

significant, and will need to be confirmed in a larger cohort. Nevertheless, we are able

to suggest a broad mechanistic explanation as to why some clinical indices are better at

characterizing PAH severity as well as features found during the progression of PAH, which

are also supported by other clinical studies. A larger cohort will be considered in future

studies. Third, we have applied surrogate pressure waveforms to the control subjects as

RHC was not performed on them. Future studies can consider estimating pressures in

control healthy subjects using doppler echocardiography or including human subjects who

have had false-positive diagnosis of PAH after undergoing RHC. Lastly, although an active

strain formulation is able to provide information on the contraction dynamics and relative

twitch strength, it is difficult to contextualize these results against other studies based on the

active stress framework. In the supplementary material, we show that essential properties

such as the force-length relationship are captured by the formulation of active strain, but

additional work is needed to link active strain dynamics with the more physiologically derived

active stress frameworks. Detailed studies of this kind will be important for comparing our

findings with other studies and standards, and would be particularly useful in optimizations

that utilize dynamic information such as myofiber force generation over the entire twitch.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have shown that RVEDV/LVEDV is strongly associated with the RVFW

load-independent contractility estimated from assimilating a computational model of active

biventricular mechanics with clinical imaging and hemodynamics data acquired from PAH

patients and control subjects. Our study therefore suggests a mechanistic basis for using

RVEDV/LVEDV as a non-invasive metric for assessing PAH severity as well as a non-invasive
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approach of estimating RV contractility from measurements of RVEDV/LVEDV.
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Figure 1: Comparison of peak regional (a) circumferential and (b) longitudinal strains be-
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tween control (unstriped) and PAH (striped) groups with (*) denoting that the latter

value is statistically lower (P < 0.05) than the former. Time traces of RVFW longi-

tudinal strain of the (c) PAH patients and (d) control subjects. Thick line denotes

average and error bar denotes standard deviation

Figure 2: Pressure (blue) and volume (red) traces for all simulations. Solid pressure lines

give loading conditions for the simulations, while solid red lines show measured volumes

of the ventricles. Dots indicate optimized simulated volumes for the time points.

Figure 3: Overall data assimilation errors in the control (circle) and PAH patient (diamond)

populations. Comparison between measured and simulated (a) volumes for both the

RV (blue) and LV (red); (b) Ecc for the LVFW (red), SEPT (green), and RVFW (blue)

at all cardiac time points. A y = x line is also plotted to show the zero error reference.

Figure 4: Examples of simulation results from an extensively remodeled pulmonary hyper-

tension patient, RVDEV/LVEDV = 1.75, (left column) and a healthy control (right

column). A) PV loop data (open markers) and simulations (solid lines) for the LV

(red) and RV (blue). B) Calculated fiber stresses at end diastole, and C) Calculated

fiber stresses at end systole.

Figure 5: Analysis of peak RVFW contractility γRV FW,max for control and PAH patient

groups. (a) Graphical depiction of γRV FW,max for both controls (diamonds) and pa-

tients (black dots) as a function of the ratio of RVEDV/LVEDV. Dashed line shows a

linear fit to the PAH patient group (γRV FW,max = −0.13(RVEDV/LVEDV)+0.44, R2 =

0.77). (b) Average γRV FW,max for controls, patients with RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5 and

patients with RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5. (c) Linear fit of γRV FW,max with RVEDVi

(γRV FW,max = −0.001(RVEDVi)+0.32, R2 = 0.40) (d) Linear fit of γRV FW,max with

RVEF (γRV FW,max = 0.39(RVEF)+0.09, R2 = 0.50).

Figure 6: Analysis of peak LVFW contractility γLV FW,max for control and PAH patient

groups. (a) Graphical depiction of peak LVFW contractility for both controls (di-

amonds) and patients (black dots) as a function of RVEDV/LVEDV. (b) Average

γLV FW,max for controls, patients with RVEDV/LVEDV < 1.5 and patients with

RVEDV/LVEDV ≥ 1.5.
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Figure 7: Comparison of passive tissue stiffness parameter a between control and the PAH

groups in the (a) LVFW + SEPT and (b) RVFW regions.

Figure 8: Comparison of peak myofiber wall stress σffmax between control and the PAH

groups in the (a) LVFW and (b) RVFW regions.
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